Window fashions for the way you live.

Cellular Shades
The enduring simplicity of cellular shades, combined with their outstanding insulating capabilities,
make them ideal for virtually any seing. The patented single and double honeycomb fabrics block
dras, keeping rooms warmer in winter and cooler in summer. As they boost energy efficiency,
they also effectively control light, offering a range of opacity levels from light filtering to blackout.
Choose from traditional and cord-free hardware, including the ComforTrack™ Energy Saving
Sidetrack System and SlumberShades™ - the ultimate blackout shade.

Limitless Options
There is a cellular hardware system to meet every
need: cordless, top down-boom up, room darkening
sidetracks, motorization and more.
Cellular Shades with Debut™ Blossom Light Filtering fabric in color Feather with Cordless Top Down-Boom Up in Oil Rubbed Bronze.

Color Lux Cellular Shades
The Color Lux Linen Weave Collection is the most exciting color program in the custom window
treatment world. With 800 colors available in Color Lux, you can now easily find the right color to
express your style without compromise. Color Lux is available with Linen Weave cellular fabric in
both light filtering and room darkening. Defend against splaers with Scotchgard™ Protector.
3M Scotchgard Protector keeps your shades looking newer, fresher and cleaner longer. Color Lux
features four beautiful color collections designed with guidance from world class colorist Kate
Smith. The 12 colors in each collection coordinate with each other for perfect color harmony. For
more color options, look in the Color Lux color deck.

Perfect Coordination
“The Color Lux color deck is a
great and easy tool for anyone
to use when matching or
coordinating decor throughout
your home!” - Kate Smith,
President of Sensational Color
Color Lux Cellular Shades with Linen Weave Light Filtering fabric in color Mother Earth with Cordless hardware.

Sheer Horizontal Shadings
Sheer horizontal shadings gently soen the incoming sun. The fabric vanes are suspended between
dual sheer layers, and tilt to adjust privacy, control light and minimize UV damage to interior
furnishings. The exclusive Omni-View Hardware System does what no other sheer hardware
can – raise the fabric up to 24” with the vanes open – while allowing for a wide range of shading
variations. Enjoy the view with cord loop, radio frequency motorization or our innovative cordless
PowerTouch option.

See and Believe
The exclusive Omni-View
System provides versatile
view-through options simply
by pulling the cord loop or
pushing a buon.
Sheer Shadings with 3” Aura Room Darkening Vanes in color Black Aura with Cord Loop in Onyx Black.

So Tones Sheer Shadings
The striking and uniquely shaped 5 ½-inch vanes of So Tones provide exceptional view-through
while transforming harsh daylight even when opened. When the vanes are tilted closed, So Tones
lets you control the privacy and light at every level. When fully raised, they disappear into the
head rail. Choose from an array of colors and hardware options that let you enjoy the unmistakable
modern elegance and amazing light control of So Tones.

Unique Light Diffusion
Incorporating opaque and sheer
front fabric vanes together, So
Tone Shadings offer a beautiful,
unique way to diffuse light.
So Tones Sheer Shadings in color So White with Cord Loop hardware.

Roman, Roller and Panel Track Shades
Roman, roller and panel track shades showcase the finest decorator fabrics in solids and paerns,
as well as high performance solar screens. Find the shade that is right for each window – a streamlined roller, classic Roman or sliding panel track design. Roller shades offer modern accents
including metallic hardware, boom bandings and decorative pulls. Roman shades feature
traditional tear drop or flat panel folds, while panel track shades cover large windows and doors,
even serving as room dividers. Place different shades within a room to unify the entire space.

Cuing Edge
The fabric collection include
solids, prints and woven
selections in today’s most
sought-aer colors.
Roman Shades with Camille fabric in color Beechtree with Cordless hardware.

Customizable Roman, Roller and
Panel Track Shades
Customizable roller, roman and panel track shades allow you to personalize your window
treatments like never before. With an expansive palee to choose from, any favorite home decor
item, such as paint color, furniture, or a favorite pillow, can be coordinated with your brand new
shade. With beautiful unique paerns and textures to choose from, the combinations offer
amazing inspirational possibilities.

Limitless Palee
Express your style with borders,
gradients, botanical prints,
geometric paerns and
licensed designs.
Customizable Roller Shades with Topiary design.

Basswood Blinds
Basswood blinds complement existing flooring, furniture, cabinetry and trim to create a warm,
seamless look. This on-trend color collection includes multiple slat sizes with richly stained and
painted finishes, as well as decorative tape and valance options. Performance is ensured by a proven
hardware system – the most reliable in the industry.

Hand-Craed
The premium furniture-quality
finish makes basswood blinds
an exceptional choice.
Basswood Blinds in color Mesquite.

Why choose Modern Blinds?
Selection. Service. Style.
Create a warm and inviting environment in your
home with window treatments. From casual
to chic, Modern Blinds and Shades gives you
options. Choose from a wide selection of colors
and styles. Update your home decor today!
Specializing in all types of window coverings,
our blinds experts know windows. From blinds
to shades, our specialists want your home
to shine. Stop in to see what’s possible with
today’s window treatments.

Find us on the second floor of Ridgedale Center, next to
Teavana and across from The Limited.

No maer what your price range, we have it
all. You’re sure to find a style to complement
your home decor. Find fantastic fabric shades
to beautiful hardwood blinds and shuers.

STORE HOURS

Our services include an in-home design
consultation, taking detailed measurements
and handling the final installation of your
blinds and shades. Get a fit that’s tailored
just for your windows.

in person

Come visit our store today and let us help you
find the perfect window treatments for your
home.

Monday - Saturday
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.

Sunday
Noon to 6 p.m.

Modern Blinds and Shades, 12401 Wayzata Blvd.,
Minnetonka, MN 55305 | (952) 544-0798

online www.modernblindsandshades.com

Find Us On:
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Shown on le: Envision Roman Shades with Helena Blackout fabric in color Royal with Cordless Top Down-Boom Up hardware.
Shown on front: Envision Roman Shades with Toulon Blackout fabric in color Sapphire with Elevance Motorized hardware.

